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About This Game

Band together and fight to the Core!
Spiral Knights is a cooperative adventure in a persistent world with a focus on instant, fast-paced action. Arm yourself and join
the ranks of the Spiral Knights; stranded on an alien world, they must explore the ever-changing Clockworks beneath its surface

in hopes of reaching its mysterious Core.

Key Features

Co-operative Exploration

The Clockworks offer challenges that are best tackled with friends.

Fight monsters, solve puzzles and discover treasures together!

Instant Action

Go from login to a multiplayer adventure in less than a minute.
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Ever-changing World

The Clockworks cycle levels to explore in real time. Every moment of every day changes the world.

Create an Arsenal

There are hundreds of unique weapons and gear to discover and alchemize.

Form Powerful Guilds

Guild alliances allow greater influence over the world. Amass powerful minerals to transform the Clockworks!

Free to Play!

Spiral Knights is free to play, no subscription is required to enjoy everything the game has to offer.

Special Offer:

 

Team Fortress 2 "The Spiral Sallet" Hat
Receive a free Spiral Knights-themed Team Fortress 2 hat by unlocking an achievement in Spiral Knights!
To receive the free TF2 hat, players must reach the first Clockwork Terminal from any gate in the Haven Arcade and
unlock the 'Mission Accomplished' achievement. (Players who've already unlocked it will also receive the hat.)
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Title: Spiral Knights
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Grey Havens, LLC
Publisher:
Grey Havens, LLC
Release Date: 14 Jun, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,German
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This is a fun game to play if your into mission type games. In this game you play as a knight taking on missions trying to recover
lost valuables that have been lost when your ship had crashed. This game is an online game. Interact with others and make
friends. Team up with people around the world or with your friends to take on missions. Level up your gear to take on harder
levels. This game does not demand high system requirements to run. Overall a fun and interesting game to play.. SK is a good
game .
Also it give u hat for some achievements ... Is greatly fun but difficult to get the full 5 star armor. loot boxes loot boxes loot
boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes
loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot
boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes
loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot
boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes
loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot
boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes
loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot
boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes
loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot
boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes
loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes loot boxes [Thunderfury, Blessed Blade of the
Windseeker]

conclusion, dont play it, the sevs will dissapoint you

instead try out wow, private servers if youre poor and dont want to pay. So here is the thing I am going to say my OPINION on
this game. (I hope you read what is on caps :P)

Q:Is the game fun?
A:Yes, if you like to grind it is pretty fun and if you have friends to play it with you it will make the grind easier since your loot
is "shared".

Q:How is the community?
A:I am not someone that can answer correctly that because I prefer to play solo instead with friends xD But from what I saw and
interacted with I must say that the community is pretty good.

Q:I played a bit and saw almost no one, is it always like this?
A:Now, unfortunally, yes. When I played for the first time (2010 maybe) it had a lot of people.

Q:Is it pay to win?
A:No, not even close. You can convert 10k crowns(the game's currency) into energy(the paid currency).

Q:Why would I want the energy?
A:To not grind xD

TL;DR: Game is very grindy if you don't want to pay. Community pretty good but small. If you don't like to grind stay away. :)
. downloaded it - get the tf2 hat - delete. except the starlight cradle update, it's dead

doesn't stop me from loving this game though. quite a gem
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this game has great potential i recommend this game if you like multiplayer online games its really good !. I started playing this
game to get the free tf2 items. However, while playing I got fond of it. Its really fun so I recommend this to not just TF2 players
but everyone.. this is a nice dungeon crawled with swords guns and pets. its pretty fun:D. This is a fun arcade-style game that
you can sink your teeth into and not get bored for a while. Something casual for me.. I use to play this game quite alot back in
the old days, when in order to change the world you had to sink your gems into the elevator machine and hope it changed to
something you liked. I check back in this game last year or so, and it's just gone down the crapper. Try doing a mission to
progress your story: no one's on to join, and if they do, one death and they quit. Most of the people i've run into are just standing
in front of the auction house, hoping some hard to get item appears, and the most popular guild i know hasn't been active in
years. Add onto the fact that almost 99% of the stuff you want can only be bought with\/accessed with real money, (and don't
say that they don't. try getting a key for the endgame dungeon crafting station from the auction house. never gonna happen) and
this is just another game that had 'pure' beginings and is now 'corrupted' into a pay2win model. -1\/10
Also, LAG! LAG EVERYWHERE!!!
LAG!
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